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ABSTRACT
Digital technology advancement has been greatly changing grocery retailing customers’ behavior and
expectations. Enabled by digital technologies and pleased by the digital disruptors, customers nowadays
are expecting convenient online shopping and fast delivery. To retain their loyalty, retailers are forced to
provide better services through digital transformation. World’s leading retailer Walmart faces the same
challenges and takes proactive initiatives to stay competitive. Our study focuses on one of the Walmart’s
initiative - the launch of Walmart’s online grocery platform. We propose a framework to help build up the
logistics platform that allows horizontal collaboration. The framework includes such steps as identifying a
partner, calculating the cost benefits, creating. The partner selection and simulation are performed by a
model developed by the team which provides the basis to solicit the partners to collaborate on the platform.
The model is used to calculate the delivery costs (pre-collaboration) from two locations (source and
destination). The model will also calculate the delivery costs (post collaboration) across multiple
destinations using VRP algorithm. Based on the sensitivity analysis results generated via simulation, we
prove that order density, delivery time window and the driver engagement are the major factors that
influence delivery lead time, delivery costs and SLA. Selecting the correct delivery areas and having the
right partners will help the platform build density and order volume. This will create a reinforcing loop
where more orders will generate increased demand for drivers and effectively drive down the delivery cost,
thus enhancing the competitiveness of the platform.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Technology has the potential to transform any industry, and grocery retailing is no exception. Today,
grocery retail is getting reshaped by digital platforms and it’s continuously evolving every year. With
technology penetration increasing among the masses, as per the latest Nielson survey, 72 percent of
shoppers are expected buy groceries in the future and this jumps to 80 percent for Millennials. This provides
a massive opportunity for all the grocery retailers to transform their business to serve the customer's needs.
Unlike during the early dotcom era, the current generation of customers is always online and connected
to the web. The advent of mobile phones has accelerated the adoption of online shopping and this has led
to an increase in online grocery shopping as well. The customers demand a great online experience
combined with a convenient home delivery option. The grocery delivery experience is an integral part of
the shopping journey as customers expect on-time, undamaged grocery delivery at a low cost. Retailers
must build a solid supply chain and logistics capability to deliver profitable growth in order to meet the
ever-growing demands of the modern customer.
Walmart is a leading retailer in the US that seeks to enhance its competitiveness by taking numerous
Digital Transformation initiatives. One of the initiatives is the launch of its online grocery platform.
Walmart has been offering same-day grocery delivery for its customers in over 1,000 stores and its
aggressively expanding to more stores. With 90% of the US population within 15 miles of a Walmart store,
it is feasible for the customers’ orders to be picked up from the store and delivered to their homes. Walmart
has a growing roster of grocery delivery providers that pick up the orders from a nearby Walmart store and
deliver it to the customers.
Online grocery adoption is increasing year over year and to support this growth, Walmart is
experimenting with its own in-house delivery fleet. One reason for this expansion is to own the delivery
experience and redefine the experience over time. Another reason is to strategically own the logistics
component to drive down the delivery costs. Delivery costs are a big component of grocery delivery and its
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partly paid by customers as grocery delivery fee. Driving down delivery costs has the potential to increase
customer ordering frequency due to the law of price elasticity. Providing last mile grocery delivery services
from the store to customer's home is expensive and challenging to solve, if it’s not tackled correctly. The
delivery costs can quickly increase, and get out of control making the home delivery option a risk.

Figure 1.1 Current Web Page for Customer to Select Delivery Window

Today when customers shop in Walmart’s online store, they are provided an option to enter their
delivery Zip Code and reserve a time slot for home delivery (as referenced in Figure 1.1). There is variable
pricing of $7.99 and $9.99 for different slots based on various factors. The customer reserves a time slot
and places an order. Once a certain number of orders have been reserved for a time slot, the time slot
disappears for the customers who shop later in the day. There could be instances where two neighbors end
up placing orders for different time slots in a day due to non-availability of slots. The store closest to the
customer's home address is selected as the store from where the grocery order is fulfilled and delivered.
The order is billed, followed by item picking at the store, and finally all the items are consolidated for home
delivery. Depending on the number of orders that can be delivered on time, the appropriate number of
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drivers are dispatched to deliver these orders. A customer order is considered to be delivered on time if the
driver reaches the customer's doorstep within the reservation time window.

Figure 1.2 Defining the Grocery Delivery Area by Radius

Each of the retailer’s store can select a radius around which home deliver is provided (represented by
the black circle in Figure 1.2). If we chose to provide home delivery from CTL within a 5-mile radius, we
would be delivering groceries to 43 zip codes. As per Figure 1.1, the store does not have the ability to force
customers from specific zip codes to select restricted time slots. As a result, when all the customers from
within the 5 mile radius place an order, the store will end up with one of 3 options where all of the
customer’s orders could be clustered (Represented in Figure 1.4), randomly scattered (Represented in
Figure 1.3), or sparse, which is a state between clustered and randomly scattered.
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Figure 1.3 Scattered Grocery Delivery Map from Store (Red) to Customers A, B&C(Green)

Figure 1.4 Dense Grocery Delivery Map from Store (Red) to Customers A, B and C(Green)

In the case of Figure 1.3, a single driver can deliver all 3 orders, leading to a cost-efficient delivery. In
the case of Figure 1.4, 3 drivers have to be dispatched to meet the customer service levels, which turns out
to be expensive. From the example, we can clearly see the benefits of creating dense orders to driving down
delivery costs. The store needs a data-driven way to understand the customer demographics for each of its
zip codes, so that it can open up delivery services for specific zip codes. This will increase the chances for
people in specific zip codes to place orders and hence could be delivered efficiently. Over time, density is
built one zip code at a time.
10

Building delivery volume is another important feature for the retailer, which brings up the next
challenge. Due to small number of drivers, retailer cannot deliver more than its delivery capacity. Having
more drivers in its fleet allows the retailer to increase its delivery slots on its website and capture more
orders from its customers. If these drivers do not have enough orders to deliver, they would be order-starved
and even leave the platform. Capturing more orders and not having enough drivers leads to missed service
level agreements (SLA) and poor customer experience. From the above discussions, we understand the
benefits of higher number of customer orders and a bigger pool of drivers but customers are required to
build a minimum basket size of $50 to avail the home delivery services. This $50 minimum basket limits
the number of customers requesting home delivery services and without sufficient volume, it’s a challenge
to keep the Walmart drivers engaged for delivery tasks.
This research explores the delivery challenges using publicly available datasets to answer the
following questions:
a) How can Walmart identify the right delivery markets to extend its delivery services?
b) How can Walmart implement a low-cost grocery delivery while maintaining its current service
level?
The first is achieved via a model that extracts demographics for a zip code based on publicly available
datasets. The model can extract various attributes of a location and provide them to the end users which
allows the store manager to build up his/her hypothesis. For example, as per the Nielson report (Nielson,
2018), customers within the age group of 18-34 are likely to adopt online grocery delivery. So, the store
manager could use the model and choose to open up grocery delivery to customers in zip codes which have
a higher percentage of people in the 18-34 age group. The output of the model includes such attributes as
age, population, household income, taxable income and race. The model can be enhanced to arrive at
blended variables which is a combination of one or more attributes which can help improve the zip code
selection process.
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The second objective is achieved by proposing a logistics platform that allows horizontal collaboration
to lower the cost to deliver groceries to its customers The MIT team has defined a framework to implement
a cost-effective platform where the cost benefits are evaluated using simulation. The derived benefits are
shared among the partners to drive down the delivery costs. This includes the various steps including
identifying a partner, deriving the cost benefits, creating value and others. The partner selection and
simulation are performed by a model developed by the team which provides the basis to solicit the partners
to collaborate on the platform. The model is used to calculate the delivery costs (pre-collaboration) from
two locations (source and destination). The model will also calculate the delivery costs (post collaboration)
across multiple destinations using Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) algorithm.
This study proposes a framework for collaboration among companies to reduce delivery cost and
increase profits which is an effective strategy for small companies to remain competitive against the large
companies. In addition, this study also emphasizes the importance of delivery density and the impact of
time windows, driver pool and service levels on the overall delivery cost of an order. Simulation is used to
calculate delivery costs with density and collaboration. Sensitivity Analysis is performed to demonstrate
the cost benefits of collaboration and the impact of time windows, driver pool and service levels on the
delivery cost.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we discuss the key research the team undertook in the area of online groceries, digital
transformation and horizontal collaboration which helped us understand the core problems and guided us
to develop the framework that optimizes the grocery order delivery by lowering the delivery cost using
collaboration. We begin by understanding the growth of Online Groceries followed by Digital
Transformation and finally the impact of Digital Transformation on Online Grocery customers. In the next
step, we discuss the importance of Last Mile Delivery for Online Groceries. Then we explain our research
on horizontal collaboration and how companies have collaborated to create value. Finally, we touch upon
our research on value creation and gain sharing.
The Nielsen Global Ecommerce Report (2017) describes that online grocery sales will increase and
it’s primarily driven by the digital natives, the consumers who grew up with digital technology. More
Millennials (21-34) and GenZ (15-20) customers are ordering groceries online for home delivery compared
to the Gen X and the Baby Boomers. Though the online grocery home delivery is expected to grow, the
report raises concerns on the last mile delivery. The last mile of e-commerce presents sizeable logistics and
cost concerns that have not yet been solved and therefore, retailers need to experiment with clever delivery
options that circumvent these issues. We can learn that grocery home delivery will be adopted by certain
demographics but the last mile delivery will be a challenge.
Peter Weill et al. (2018) describes four different pathways a business can take to become a top
performer in the digital economy. We adapted the framework described in Figure 2.1 and modified it to
make it relevant in this context. Figure 2.1 segments the companies into four quadrants based on its
customer experience and logistics service. The companies listed in the future ready quadrant performed
much better than their industry peers but this requires the company to focus on customer experience and
operational efficiency. The future ready companies focused on long term strategic initiatives like
developing platforms and focusing on the customer to improve the overall customer experience, resulting
in higher customer satisfaction and sometimes higher sales. Providing great customer experience at a lower
13

cost is always challenging but companies in the Future Ready quadrant invest to constantly provide value
to its customers.

Figure 2.1 Digital Pathway (Adapted from Peter Weill et al.)

Today retailers do charge the customers a delivery fee but this fee seems to have a negative impact on
shopping. Pradeep K. Chintagunta et al. (2012) concluded that delivery charges have a statistically
significant effect in discouraging households from visiting the online channel. Although customers
currently bear the expense of going to stores themselves, they are reluctant to pay for their shopping baskets
to be brought to them instead. This forces the retailer to bring in efficiencies to drive down the delivery
cost.
Based on Ramaekers, Katrien, et al (2018) research, geographical spread, number of customers and
delivery time windows are the 3 key drivers for last mile delivery costs. If the delivery window is increased
to 4 hours and the orders are clustered with high density, the delivery costs drops significantly. It’s up to
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the retailers to either bear this cost or pass it down to their customers or split the delivery costs. A single
retailer may not be able to generate volume but this can be achieved by collaboration.
Verstrepen, Sven, et al. (2009) research shows that horizontal cooperation can be used to cope with
demand fluctuations, serve new geographical regions, improve customer experience and better utilization
of existing infrastructure and assets. As more companies collaborate, their orders can be combined and a
shared logistics service can deliver these orders.
Though horizontal collaboration provides lots of benefits, Gradin, Samuel et al. (2010) research
concludes that there are challenges in companies collaborating together. Companies that have similar
learning intentions, trust, feeling of psychological safety and cultural alignment create a direct impact on
the quality of the intercompany relationships. Any mismatch in the above mentioned 4 elements leads to a
short-term arm’s length collaboration which does not sustain for a longer term.
The firms have to create value due to collaboration and this newly created value needs to be shared
accordingly. In the organizational level of analysis, value can be defined as the amount buyers are willing
to pay for what a firm provides them (Porter, 1985). Bowman and Ambrosini (2001) further develop the
concept of value by introducing two types of value. First, use value - the amount customers willing to pay;
second, exchange value - the amount paid by customers. Firms can create use value and subsequently realize
exchange value, but do not necessarily capture all the exchange value. Once value has been created, the
value created needs to be divided up between the stakeholders involved (MacDonald & Ryall 2004; Priem
2007; Pitelis 2008). Consequently, value appropriation as the second step serves the purpose of determining
the “share of the pie” (Gulati & Wang 2003, p. 209) that the respective stakeholders receive and thus
determines how much of the total value created they can capture.
Defryn, Christof, et al. (2013) in their research describe that the main motivation for companies to
collaborate is the fact that the total transportation cost of the coalition is lower than the sum of the standalone costs. The difference between these costs is called the coalition gain, and needs to be divided among
the different partners. There is a twofold positive effect that is observed which are Service Level
15

Improvements and lower transportation costs. The research also concludes that the Volume-based allocation
favors the growth of the partners.
Following the earlier discussions, it is evident from the Nielson FMI 2017 report, that online grocery
adoption is bound to rise due to digital transformation and customer behavior. Customers expect grocery
delivery as an option but we have learnt that home delivery is a costly proposition. The key drivers for cost
reduction include increased order volume and delivering multiple orders in a delivery trip with minimal
driving distance. Grocery home delivery demands a high basket size of a minimum $50 and above to build
a business case around unit economics. With a high minimum order, the number of grocery orders delivered
from a store is less and its insufficient to neither build density nor keep the drivers productive with delivery
orders.
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3. METHODOLOGY
In this chapter we described the problem statement followed by the proposed model to drive down
delivery costs using collaboration. Finally, we described the methodology which is divided into 3 phases
namely Exploration, Assimilation and Exploitation. The Exploration phase refers to recognizing and
understanding the potential value coming from the horizontal collaborative partner. Data generation and
analysis is used in this phase to carry out all the steps in this phase. Assimilation phase describes more
about the new knowledge extracted from the Exploration phase and integrating it into the platform. The
Exploitation phase refers to using the assimilated knowledge to create new knowledge and then generating
real commercial outputs.

3.1 Problem Statement
In the Introduction, we briefly touched upon the changing consumer preferences and the increased
adoption of online groceries. Walmart has to adapt to these new consumer preferences and continue with
its expansion of online delivery services while innovating on cost control methods to drive down last mile
delivery costs.
Walmart has its own fleet of 1,099 drivers that have signed up to pick up groceries from the store and
deliver it to its customers. The 1,099 drivers are self-employed contractors who don’t fall under the normal
employment classification rules. They set their own work schedule and get paid as per the terms of their
contract.
The challenge for Walmart is to increase its online grocery orders per store and to provide lower
delivery costs while maintaining its existing service levels. Maintaining high service level requires more
drivers and efficient routing. But the drivers are not motivated unless Walmart provide them enough
opportunities to earn on this platform. A platform also becomes a necessity because all the 4,600+ Walmart
stores in US have to solve the same last mile delivery problem.
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3.2 Proposed Model
In this paper, we proposed a two-step approach to build a platform that first involves a data driven
process to select the right delivery area where there is a high probability for customers to adopt Walmart’s
grocery delivery. In the next step Walmart collaborates with local partners to provide delivery services for
the entire population within the delivery area. This two-step approach helps build delivery density, which
is defined as the number of orders delivered within a defined area and time window. This allows drivers to
be more efficient by delivering more orders per trip while travelling shorter distance. Delivery density
allows drivers to drive for a smaller amount of time, hence allowing to lower delivery costs which can be
passed on to the customers.
A Walmart store manager identifies zip codes around the store where grocery doorstep delivery is
provided to its customers. Once the zip codes are identified, partners are selected to collaborate and
encouraged to open up its services to the customers located in the areas with zip codes identified in the
earlier step. The platform has to evolve slowly by focusing on either the supply side or the demand side at
any given time so that all the platform stakeholders are able realize the value.
The roles of the various stakeholders of the platform are described below:
a) Walmart: Walmart is the platform constructor and the governor. Its key responsibilities include
platform uptime, availability, scalability and dispute resolution.
b) Business Partners: These are the partners who collaborate with Walmart to deliver value to
customers in and around the store. The business partners don’t compete with Walmart but instead
are benefited from low-cost and reliable home delivery service to its customers.
c) Delivery Drivers: These drivers collaborate with Walmart and its platform. They pick up orders
from various locations, and deliver them to customers. The drivers are parts of Walmart’s in-house
delivery network comprising of mostly the mentioned 1,099 workers. The clusters of delivery
orders will help drivers deliver more efficiently ,and higher order volume will ensure Walmart’s
18

in-house drivers have sufficient tasks to keep them motivated on this platform. Economically
infeasible orders will be routed to the 3rd party firms.
d) End Customers: These are the customers who avail delivery services from Walmart and the
partners. Initially it comprises of the Walmart’s Grocery customers but over time Walmart’s other
divisions like pharmacy, general merchandise, etc. could start leveraging this platform. In parallel
once the business partners are identified, their customers will also be served by the platform.
Customer specific information will not be stored or shared on the platform except pickup and dropoff locations. Figure 3.1 identifies the stakeholders and their relationship.

Figure 3.1 Collaborative Last-mile Delivery Platform

In this research we proposed a collaborative model where each Walmart store forms partnerships with
local businesses to increase order volume and to drive down delivery costs. As per this model, Walmart’s
non-competitors are invited to collaborate and join the last mile logistics platform. The business partners
take orders from their customers either online or phone and they request a pickup and delivery service
through the platform.
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The core value proposition offered by the collaboration is to provide on demand delivery services at
competitive prices for the partners. The other benefits include allowing easier response to demand
fluctuations, improvement in service levels and new market expansion. The process of identification and
collaborating with a partner from pilot to a full go live is broken down into four high level phases as shown
in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Collaboration High Level Process

In the Exploration phase, the right partners are identified who prioritize the value proposition offered
by the logistics platform. At the end of this phase, the KPI are reviewed, contracts negotiated and a pilot is
completed with the partner. Assimilation is the phase where learnings and new information from the pilot
are shared with the platform. From the learnings, the process is tweaked through active communication
which goes back as feedback to benefit the platform. This phase can bring in new benefits to both the
platform and the business partner which leads to large benefits during the Exploitation phase. Exploitation
is the final phase where the real benefits are generated including lower delivery costs, higher service level
agreements and easier response to demand fluctuations. Details of each phase will be described in the
following sections.
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3.3 Exploration Phase
In the exploration phase the store manager’s goal is to identify the right delivery area and partners,
finalize the contract and setup a pilot to test the collaboration. The exploration phase is summarized in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Exploration Phase

3.3.1

Zip code identification around a store within a radius

Once a store manager decides to open up home delivery for its customers, he needs to understand the
demographics around the store. He has to build density strategically by identifying the right target delivery
21

areas. We built a model using python that takes 2 input parameters: store location (latitude, longitude) and
the delivery radius. The output is a list of all the zip codes that fall within the radius. Figure 1.2 shows the
list of zip codes within a 5-mile radius. These zip codes will be extracted and processed in the next step.
Table 3.1 presents the input parameters and output value for zip code identification process.
Table 3.1 Zip Code Input & Output

Input
Parameters
Model

Store location, Delivery Radius
Parse data from www.zipcodeapi.com with store location and delivery radius as the
inputs.

Output

List of Zip Codes

3.3.2

Demographics extraction for a given zip code

In this section, the store manager tries to understand the demographics of a zip code. A model was
built to analyze the demographics for a set of zip codes which takes as input a list of zip codes for which
the value of the homes was extracted. For example, the store can choose to open up home delivery to zip
codes that have expensive homes. The model will take 2 inputs namely the list of zip codes and the
minimum home value. The list of zip codes is generated from the output described in Table 3.1. The output
will be the percentage of homes above the home value. The model can be extended to extract various other
demographic details like the Age Distribution, Income Distribution, etc. Table 3.2 presents the input
parameters and sample output value of demographic identification process.
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Table 3.2 Demographic Input & Output

Input Parameters

List of Zip Codes, Demographic Feature, List of Filters

Model

Parse the data from www.city-data.com by passing the zip code as the
input. From the results, extract the appropriate demographic data and
calculate the section of the population that satisfies the filter criteria.
Convert the results to a percentage and output. Repeat this for all zip
codes.
Percentage of the population that satisfies the filter criteria for a given
demography for all the input zip codes

Output
Sample Input

[02139,02472,02476], home_value,750k

Sample Output

Percentage of homes above 750k for Zip code 02472 is 45
Percentage of homes above 750k for Zip code 02474 is 58
Percentage of homes above 750k for Zip code 02476 is 62
Percentage of homes above 750k for Zip code 02180 is 31

3.3.3

Identify potential business partners within a specific zip code

The store manager explores potential business partners who can collaborate with the store using the
platform. To accomplish this exploration, a model was developed to extract the business partners for a given
zip code. The model takes the business type and zip code as inputs and outputs a list of businesses. The
input zip codes for this model are generated from the output described in Table 3.2. The store can choose
to reach out to these businesses and invite them to collaborate. This model can be enhanced to return only
popular business, if the store decides to selectively invite partners. Table 3.3 presents the input parameters
and sample output of all the businesses operating in a set of zip codes.
Table 3.3 Business Partners Input & Output

Input Parameters

Zip Code and Business Type

Model

Data is extracted from api.yelp.com. The zip code and the business types are
inputs to the model. The results are processed to reject new businesses and
businesses with low customer ratings.

Output

List of Business Names and Business Location
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Figure 3.4 shows a sample out of businesses around a store plotted on a map for quick visualization.

Figure 3.4 Map of Potential Business Partners

3.3.4

Customer Simulation given a zip code

Once the store manager zeroed in on the delivery zip codes, a model was developed to simulate
customer locations within a zip code, for the purpose of calculating theoretical delivery costs from the store
to the shortlisted zip codes. This theoretical delivery cost will be presented to the partners so that they can
appreciate the benefits of the partnership.
Table 3.4 Customer Simulation Input & Output

Input
Parameters
Model

Latitude, Longitude, Radius, count of customer delivery orders

Output

List of Latitudes and Longitudes

The model processes all input in a sequence. First the radius is converted into degrees.
Then a random value between 0 and 1 is generated for both latitude and longitude which
gets converted to radians and added to the input latitude and longitude. This is repeated
till the necessary delivery order points are generated.
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The output defined in Table 3.3 will serve as the input for this step. The delivery area is newly launched
for this store and so there is no prior data to estimate the delivery costs, which brings a need to simulate
customer locations. Finally, VRP algorithm is used to calculate the costs from the store and partner locations
to these customer locations (covered in subsequent sections). The number of customer locations created
within unit distance is called density. The model (Table 3.4) takes the following inputs namely – the center
of the circle around which points have to be plotted (latitude, longitude), the radius and the number of
delivery orders to be created.

Figure 3.5 Low Density Delivery Orders

3.3.5

Figure 3.6 High Density Delivery Orders

Calculate pre-collaboration theoretical delivery rate for a partner

Once a store shortlists a set of partners who have to be invited to collaborate, the theoretical rate to
deliver an order from the partner’s store location to the customer’s home (simulated in 3.3.4) is calculated.
A model was built to calculate the delivery rate using an on-demand taxi api every 15 minutes over 7 days
to understand the demand pattern. This data will be presented to the partners so that they have convincing
data to understand the rates related to delivery and the benefits of collaboration. Table 3.5 presents the input
parameters and output value of delivery rate calculation process.
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Table 3.5 Delivery Rate Calculation Input & Output

Input
Parameters

Source Location (Latitude, Longitude)
Destination Location ((Latitude, Longitude)

Model

Data is extracted from api.uber.com every 15 minutes to understand the pricing and
the demand pattern
Taxi fare for every hour to transport a person from Source to Destination

Output

Figure 3.4 shows the taxi fare from source destination to the target destination. The green boxes
represent high rates whereas the light orange boxes represent low rates. From the heatmap described in
Figure 3.7. We have a rough estimate of driver demand, traffic pattern and the rate to deliver an item from
source to destination. We can quickly conclude that the rate can fluctuate anywhere between $20 to $46.

Figure 3.7 Taxi Fare Hourly Distribution on a Heat Map

3.3.6

Calculate post-collaboration theoretical delivery rate for a partner

In this section, we calculate the theoretical post-collaboration delivery rate using the routing and
costing models for the delivery orders simulated in section 3.3.4 and this is achieved in two steps. First the
collaboration benefits are measured using VRPTW with pickup and delivery in the form of total driving
time. In the second step, the total driving time is converted into cost to derive the delivery cost per order.
Finally, the benefits are measured against a set of KPI’s.
3.3.6.1 View of VRPTW for Pickup & Delivery
Over VRPTW stands for Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Window Constraints for Pickup and
Delivery. This problem is modelled as a VRPTW because the driver has to drive from his current location
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to the partner’s store to pick up the order. After pickup, he delivers the order to the customer at their home.
This pickup and delivery should be completed within certain time windows.
Vehicle Routing Problem is a combinatorial optimization and integer programming problem which
tries to solve the routing problem and provide a set of optimal routes for a fleet of vehicles to travel in order
to deliver to a given set of customers. The objective function here is to minimize the overall driver travelling
time and hence reduce the driver cost. There are several variations of this algorithm namely.
•

VRPTW – The delivery locations have time windows within which the visits and drop off must be
completed

•

CVRP – The vehicles have limited carrying capacity of the goods that must be delivered

•

OVRP – The vehicles need not return to the depot

The problem has been defined as the minimum distance the driver needs to travel to serve the demand
from a set of pickup locations to the drop-off locations within the time constraints. Each partner location
including Walmart is defined as a pickup hub and the customer locations are defined as a drop off hub. We
use the VRPTW algorithm to show the potential benefits of collaboration in terms of delivery costs, delivery
time and fleet size needed to serve the demand. In terms of cost comparison, the theoretical costs are
already derived in 3.3.5.
3.3.6.2 Routing Model
The objective of the routing model is to minimize the total travelling time. The model takes as input
the following Pickup / Dropoff parameters:
•

Pickup Location - (Latitude & Longitude)

•

Pickup Location – Pickup Time

•

Pickup Location – Pickup Window (Start Time - End Time)

•

Dropoff Location- (Latitude & Longitude)

•

Dropoff Location – Pickup Time
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•

Dropoff Location – Pickup Window (Start Time - End Time)

The Fleet Information is also fed as an input to the model:
•

Vehicle Number

•

Vehicle Current Location (Latitude & Longitude)

The model output:
a) The sequence in which the pickup points and the drop-off points need to be visited in a given
route
b) Vehicle to be used on a given route
c) Total driving time to deliver all the orders
d) The number of vehicles to be used
e) Total driving distance
f) Number of orders unserved
The number of orders unserved helps us derive the service level while the total driving time will be
used to derive the delivery costs. The output of this model fed as in input to the costing model discussed
in the next section which helps us derive the average cost to deliver.
3.3.6.3 Costing Model
In this section, the costing model is discussed which is used to derive the average delivery cost from
the driving distance.
Notations for Costing Model
N

Number of order in a delivery trip

W

Hourly rate paid to a driver

𝑡"

Total driving time (minutes) during a trip
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𝑝"

Pickup time (minutes) at each pickup point

𝐷"

Doorstep time (minutes) at each dropoff point

T

Total operating time (minutes) of a delivery trip

H

Total operating hours

C

Total delivery cost per trip

c

Average delivery cost per order

Model Design
The total operating time of a delivery trip can be represented as:
𝑇 = ( 𝑡" + ( 𝑝" + ( 𝐷"

(1)

Convert the operating time into hour and round up to the nearest hour integer:
𝑇
𝐻=+ .
60

(2)

𝐶 =𝐻×𝑊

(3)

The total delivery cost per trip is:

The average delivery time for each order becomes:
𝑐=

𝐶
𝑁

(4)

To explain this with an illustrative example, 4 customer delivery points are simulated as per 3.3.4
which when plotted can be visualized as below in Figure 3.8 as blue markers. The green marker represents
Walmart while the orange marker denotes a restaurant. Two orders are picked up from Walmart and two
orders are picked up from the restaurant and delivered to the customers.
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Figure 3.8 Customer Mapping

This information when fed into the routing model provides the total driving distance as 6.3 miles, total
driving time as 23 minutes, pickup and doorstep times as 30 minutes and number of unserved orders as 0.
As per the costing algorithm, we can calculate the average delivery cost as:
T (Total Delivery Time) = 23+30 = 53 minutes
H (Total Operating Hours) = 53/60 = 1 hour
W (Driver Pay per Hour) = $12
N (Number of Orders) = 4
Total Delivery cost = 12 * 1 = $12
Average Delivery Cost per Order = $12/4 = $3
3.3.7

Negotiate Contracts

Once a store shortlists a set of partners who have to be invited to collaborate, the theoretical rates (both
pre-collaboration and post-collaboration) to deliver an order from the partner’s location to their customer’s
location is calculated as per step 3.3.1.2. Ideal partners would be those who have a long delivery time
window, smaller items to deliver, open to delivering during non-peak hours and most importantly bringing
in more order volume.
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The shortlisted partners are invited to join the platform. They will be presented with the benefits of
collaboration along with theoretical delivery costs from their location to the target delivery zip codes which
is described in Section 3.3.5. Table 3.6 shows a sample pricing contract that is shared with the partners
which clearly groups business partners into 3 segments based on order volume they bring to the platform.
Over time, they will be able to move up the ladder as they bring in volume.
Table 3.6 Sample Pricing Contract

Silver

Gold

Diamond

<25

25 ~ 50

>50

Delivery Time Window

4 hours

2 hours

1 hour

Committed Minimum On-time

90%

95%

98%

15%

25%

50%

$$$

$$

$

# of Order per Day

Delivery %
Maximum Orders % Delivered in
Peak Hours
Delivery Rate

Order volume, delivery time window and service level play an important role on the delivery costs, so
these variables are listed in the contract. Sensitivity analysis is performed on these three variables
mentioned in the contract and their impact on the delivery rate is discussed in the Results Section. These
rates are an indicator of post collaboration delivery rates.
Stakeholders are also provided incentives to keep them constantly motivated, so that the platform can
reap the benefits. Some of the variables that drive up cost have been identified and listed in Table 3.7. Any
effort taken to drive down costs should be encouraged and incentivized. On the other hand, actions that
drive up the costs should be penalized.
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Table 3.7 Incentives & Penalties

Stakeholders

Incentives

Penalties

Walmart

•

Selecting the right partners

Partners

•

Higher Order Volume

•

Lower Order Volume

•

Share Delivery Forecast

•

Higher Pickup Wait Time

•

Reduction in Pickup Wait Time

•

Incorrect delivery info

•

Reduction in incorrect delivery incidents

•

Poor Packaging

•

Longer Time windows

•

Poor Driver feedback

•

Faster Deliveries

•

Poor customer feedback

•

Great customer feedback

•

Poor Partner feedback

Drivers

After reviewing the pricing contracts and the incentives, the partners formally sign a legal contract
before joining the collaboration. Negotiations will take place but over time the contracts can be updated by
learning from these negotiations.
A training manual will be shared along with best practices to simplify the onboarding process for the
partners. These manuals will have detailed steps to request and cancel drivers. The logistics platform will
provide IT capabilities to request and cancel drivers, track the drivers along with the order status during the
course of the delivery. The platform will provide access to both daily and monthly metrics on the KPI’s
including delivery cost for all the drivers requested through the platform.
3.3.8

Pilot Test

During the pilot phase, the business partner collaborates with the Walmart (along with the logistics
platform) and kick starts the pilot. Drivers are requested in real time by the partner but on a smaller volume
to test the process and understand the impact of the whole process on the KPI’s and the overall delivery
cost. The pilot begins and the transactions starts flowing into platform including request for drivers and
payment of the delivery charges.
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3.3.9

Track Key Performance Indicators

The following KPI’s are tracked at the end of the pilot stage. The goal is to achieve successful
completion of deliveries for the partner using the logistics platform.
Table 3.8 KPI for Pilot Phase

Stakeholders

KPI

Drivers

•

Number of Deliveries completed

Partners/Walmart

•

Orders Requested

•

Number of Complaints

•

Driver Availability

•

Successful Deliveries

Platform

Overtime, the partner reviews the KPI’s and decides to tweak the process to benefit the both themselves
as well as the platform.

3.4 Assimilation Phase
The assimilation phase is primarily about processing of valuable new knowledge extracted from the
collaboration during the exploration phase along with additional information provided by the partners. Each
partner can internally review and align their processes to achieve operational symmetry that would allow
the platform to improve its overall efficiency.
For example, the pick time could be very high for the partner and one of the reasons could be that the
driver is standing in the customer queue but post feedback, the process could be modified, so that the driver
could directly walk up to the front desk and pick up the orders. This also provides an opportunity for the
partner to receive customer feedback about the delivery service and the quality of the service. Improvements
to driver pickup, Partner – Platform communication, Partner – Driver communication and driver satisfaction
will be proposed during this phase.
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To achieve cost benefits due to economies of scale, new areas related to order delivery forecasts, time
windows and customer drop off instructions could be explored. As an example, the partner can step out of
the store and hand over the package to the driver, when there is shortage of parking space. An example
could be that the partner handing out the delivery pickups from the store to the driver when there is shortage
of parking space. Another example is the discovery of additional information can be gained. For example,
few partners could be serving an additional delivery area and if there is enough volume, the platform can
expand its delivery operations to cover the new area.
Table 3.9 KPIs for Assimilation Phase

Stakeholders

KPI

Drivers

•

On-time delivery %

Partners

•

Average pickup time

Platform/Walmart

•

Average delivery time

•

On-time delivery %

3.5 Exploitation Phase
This is similar to the Exploration phase listed in 3.4.2 but implemented post the assimilation phase
where once the partner understands all the benefits of collaboration, modifies its processes to align with the
operations that enables collaboration, the actual joint shipments happens. During this phase, the metrics are
accurately tracked and the partners are incentivized / penalized based on their performance. As seen in
Figure 3.9, in the exploitation phase, we measure the KPI’s and improve the gains for all stakeholders.
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Figure 3.9 Exploitation Phase

The key KPI’s that are tracked during the exploitation phase are listed in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10 KPIs for Exploitation Phase

Stakeholders
Drivers

Partners

Platform/Walmart

KPI
•

Driver’s satisfaction rate

•

Average pay/order

•

On-time delivery %

•

Number of deliveries

•

Number of orders requested

•

Average pickup time

•

Number of peak deliveries

•

On-time delivery %

•

On-time delivery %

•

Successful deliveries

•

Average delivery time/order

•

Average cost/order

•

Average pickup time/order

•

Total order volume

•

Total partner complaints

•

Partner churn

•

Total support calls

•

Driver churn

•

New drivers acquired

•

New partners acquired

•

Cost, distance saving

•

Net Promotor Score
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3.6 Reinforcing Loop
The platform has 3 types of users and they are the partners, drivers and the customers. Each user
type is a market in itself and each market individually affects the other markets through the platform. This
interplay of market dynamics leads to exponential growth and it’s called Network Effects. Figure 3.10
explains the feedback loop for this platform where increased order quantity leads to attracting more
delivery drivers to the platform which leads to higher service level for its customers. The high service
level attracts more partners to join the platform leading to delivery density of customer orders. In Section
4.2 we will see that higher delivery density leads to lower delivery costs, which in turn allows more
customers to place orders. It’s very important to understand all the factors that contribute to a positive
feedback loop because these factors strengthen the network effects.
The KPI’s defined in Figure 3.10 helps us track all the factors that contribute to a positive feedback
loop. The KPI’s have to be constantly monitored to help grow the platform. For example, driver satisfaction,
average pay per delivery and total orders delivered per driver should increase over time which indicate
driver satisfaction. If there is a drop in any of these KPI’s, they indicate low driver sentiment and it should
be immediately addressed to avoid driver churn. Similarly, the partner should be contacted instantly, if a
drop in week over week trend on total order deliveries per week is noticed. This concludes the three phases
of a successful partner onboarding on to the platform.

Figure 3.10 Reinforcing Loop
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4. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analysis was performed to demonstrate the impact of delivery density, time windows,
number of drivers and the delivery costs. This helps us to validate our assumptions of using the right metrics
to incentivize the partners. This section starts with the assumptions followed by the results and analysis.

4.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in the sensitivity analysis:
a) Homogenous fleet is used in all the scenarios.
b) There is uniform demand throughout the year
c) Drivers are always available and ready to accept delivery requests
d) No impact due to external factors like traffic, weather, etc.
e) Driver pay is fixed at 20% above the market rate, assume hourly pay for driver is $12/ hour
f) High density is defined as 25 orders within a 5-mile radius while low density is defined as 5 orders
within a 5-mile radius
g) All the items that have to be delivered have the same size and volume

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the delivery cost by tweaking one parameter while
keeping the others constant. The analysis was targeted towards three variables namely Density, Time
Windows and number of deliveries. This analysis is important for this study because Walmart can prioritize
its selection process based on the partners who can influence these 3 variables.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the impact of density on the delivery while the remaining parameters (service
area, time windows, driver count, pickup time and doorstep time) are kept constant. The time window is set
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to 2 hours, number of drivers is set to 5, pickup time is set to 5 minutes, doorstep time at drop off location
is set to10 minutes and the delivery area is contained within a radius of 3 miles. It can be seen that as the
number of delivery orders within a service area increase, the cost to deliver these orders decrease which is
due to the smaller amount of time spent by the driver delivering these orders.

Average Delivery Cost vs. Order Volume
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Figure 4.1 Delivery Cost vs. Order Volume

As per Figure 1.1, the current delivery rates are $7.99 and $9.99 but from our simulation we see an
opportunity to drive down the delivery costs further down and pass the benefits to the customers. Walmart
should incentivize partners to bring more volume onto the platform to drive costs down due to economies
of scale. There should be higher incentives for partners who are able to bring more orders within a smaller
radius for a given day and time window.
There are multiple ways to split the value on a platform (Gain Sharing). The popular methods for gain
sharing are the Shapley Value, Nucleolus, Alternative cost avoided method and Volume based allocation
to name a few. The sensitivity analysis helps us price out the delivery cost and generate the pricing contract
using a simple method as shown in Table 3.6. This brings in transparency and helps build trust among the
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partners. In section 3.3.5, we identified the theoretical delivery costs to be in the range of $20 to $46 but
we can clearly see the benefit of collaboration when delivery costs after collaboration fall within the $3.8
and $7.2 range.
The benefits of focusing on Density for the various stakeholders are listed in Table 4.1:
Table 4.1 Stakeholder Benefits - Increase Density

Stake Holders

Benefits

Walmart

•

Marginal Delivery Cost Reduction

Partner

•

Significant Reduction in Delivery Costs

•

New channel to serve its customers

•

Enter new markets to sell its services

•

Reduction in distance travelled per order

•

Increased probability to receive tips due to increase in order delivery

Customer

•

Receive Delivery option for new services like Laundry, Bakery, etc.

Platform

•

Additional Platform fee

•

Learn Traffic Conditions and Time taken to Park from data

•

Improved Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) prediction using data

Driver

Figure 4.2 explains the impact of time windows and service level, when the service area and the order
volume are kept constant. Service level is defined as the number of orders delivered within a specific time
window time. First, we see that a larger time window provides a higher service level to customers. On one
hand, Walmart has to incentivize the partners and educate them on the importance of larger time windows
on service level. On the other hand, Walmart should also focus on onboarding business partners that serve
customers with a larger time window.
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On-time Delivery % vs Time Window
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Figure 4.2 On Time Delivery % vs Time Window

Figure 4.3 explains the impact of time windows and vehicle count, when the service area and the order
volume are kept constant. Vehicle count and drivers have a one to one correlation as one driver drives one
vehicle. We see that a larger time window reduces the number of vehicles required to service all the
customers. This is an important learning because the platform can also provide delivery services to new
delivery areas where there is driver shortage provided the delivery windows are kept longer.
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Vehicle Count vs.Time Window
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Figure 4.3 Vehicle Used vs. Time Window

The benefits of focusing on number of vehicles is listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Stakeholders' Benefits - Increase # of Vehicles

Stake Holders
Walmart

Partner

Benefits
•

Provide Express Service to its Customers

•

Smaller Impact due to Driver churn on its SLA

•

Option to provide Exclusive services to its customers eg: Delivery
expensive item exclusively to the customer without mixing with other
orders

Driver

•

More incentives like lower insurance cost, tire replacement charges, etc.

Customer

•

Increased Customer satisfaction due to improvements in on time delivery

Platform

•

Ability to negotiate bulk discounts with vendors for lower driver
insurance, car repair services, etc. due to volume discounts
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5. DISSCUSSION
Based on the Sensitivity Analysis, the dynamics between different combinations of variables were
derived and this information can be used to select the right business partners.
Increasing the time window decreases the average cost to deliver an order and this could be used to
incentivize businesses that prioritize cost over service levels. Cleaning Services, Auto parts and similar
businesses have a lower margin, so these businesses can provide a larger time window (e.g. 2 hours - 4
hours) to its customers and in turn provide home delivery at low cost.
Increasing the time window decreases the vehicles needed to deliver these orders and as a result
increases driver utilization. There are various instances that create driver shortage like sports, weather,
major local events, etc. During these situations, the businesses can still provide delivery service to its
customers with a smaller driver pool by increasing the time window.
Increasing the driver count increases the service level offered to customers. Businesses like restaurants,
alcohol deliveries and coffee shops prioritize higher service levels and they can benefit from the platform
that can handle demand fluctuations. Dinner time and weekends are busier times for food deliveries and
this surge in demand can be handled by platforms with a larger driver pool.
Finally, we see the increase in order volume reduces the average order delivery cost. A set of orders
delivered within a 3-mile radius is more efficient than delivering the same set of orders within a larger
radius. Increase in order delivery density reduces the time spent by the driver delivering these orders. This
is useful for all types of businesses that prioritize lower delivery cost.
Overall, the store manager has volume, time windows, driver count and service evels at his disposal
and this can be used to identify and incentivize the right businesses to collaborate.
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6. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
6.1 Conclusion
In this research, we considered how Walmart can selectively invite partners to its logistics platform to
collaborate and create value for all the stakeholders. The value proposition behind this collaboration is to
drive down delivery costs while increasing the customer service levels and to smoothly handle demand
variations. Based on the research we want to share the following insights:
a) Density - Identifying partners who can drive up volume is a key requirement for the platform
b) Driver Engagement - Drivers should be motivated and incentivized to work on this platform.
c) Time Windows - Partners should be prioritized based on their flexibility to allow longer time windows.
Orders with a larger time window will allow the platform to build dense routes.
Based on the simulation, we were able to calculate delivery costs that will allow Walmart to reduce its
current delivery charged published on its website. A lower delivery charge will allow more customers to
use the delivery service. This will also allow the partners who are small businesses to compete against the
larger businesses by offering reliable delivery services to its customers at competitive rates.
In this study, we saw reduction in overall driving time which means lesser CO2 emissions and benefits
to the environment. Quantifying the benefits of environment impact are outside the scope of this study but
will be proposed as a recommendation for future research.

6.2 Recommendation for Walmart
The research presented in this report provides ample opportunities for Walmart to strategically expand
its delivery channel while lowering the delivery costs. The research was based on publicly available datasets
with zero visibility neither the Walmart's customer purchasing patterns nor its customer demographics.
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Future research should incorporate the Walmart customer demographics in a store along with the methods
proposed in this paper to improve the delivery area selection process.
The team had no data about the partner pickup time and customer doorstep time. Future research should
incorporate actual data to calculate the delivery costs, which will help Walmart arrive at a more realistic
delivery tariff that can be presented to its partners. Peak time delivery is heavily impacted by traffic
conditions and increases the amount of orders delivered. The impact of time of the day and traffic patterns
need to be factored in to arrive at an improved delivery cost.
Vehicle capacity is an important constraint that was not factored in during this analysis. The different
partners will have packages of various sizes which needs to be consolidated and delivered. The package
size and quantity will have an impact on the drop off time at the customers location which needs to be
factored in with real data to improve the costing algorithm. The item size will also impact the cost split
across the various partners which should be taken up in future research.
CO2 emissions will be positively impacted due to efficient vehicle routing and lower number of
vehicles delivering packages to customers. The environmental impact should be quantified in future
research and shared with partners to increase the adoption of collaboration among companies.
Environmental impact will be another incentive for companies to adopt collaboration.
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8. APPENDIX
In this section the procedure for calculating the actual delivery costs post-collaboration is explained.
In our simulation model, we connected to Routific solver api to solve the VRP with multiple pickup
and drop-off points post-collaboration.
There are two input files needed for the VRP solver, order location and vehicle information. Figure
8.1 is the sample vehicle information file. In this file, the initial locations of the vehicles had been specified.
Vehicle_name Vehicle_no Vehicle_ID
vehicle_1
1 V1
vehicle_2
2 V2
vehicle_3
3 V3
vehicle_4
4 V4
vehicle_5
5 V5

Lat
42.38044674
42.38044674
42.38044674
42.38044674
42.38044674

Lng
-71.09286402
-71.09286402
-71.09286402
-71.09286402
-71.09286402

Figure 8.1 Vehicle Information Sample

Next, we moved to generate order location information. With the selected store at the center and a
specific delivery radius, we specified number of delivery order and generated the latitude and longitude
with the syntax in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2 Generate Delivery Orders

Figure 8.3 is a sample location file we generated. In this file we generated 25 delivery orders from
both Walmart and its business partners.
Partner
W
R
W
R
W
R

Pickup_Lat
42.388406
42.388406
42.388406
42.388406
42.388406
42.363649

Pickup_Lng
-71.095545
-71.095545
-71.095545
-71.095545
-71.095545
-71.087011

TW_start
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00

TW_end Pickup_time Delivery_Lat Delivery_Lng TW_start
12:00
10 42.42528786 -71.25254805 10:00
12:00
10 42.42816932 -71.21384299 10:00
12:00
10 42.42744082 -71.23799391 10:00
12:00
10 42.4732146 -71.22537783 10:00
12:00
10 42.48730192 -71.20546704 10:00
12:00
10 42.46595879 -71.25269634 10:00

TW_end Doorstep_time
12:00
10
12:00
10
12:00
10
12:00
10
12:00
10
12:00
10

Figure 8.3 Sample Location File

Now, order location file and vehicle file can be fitted in the VRP model Routific to compute the
routing plan. We captured the following outputs of the solution for further analysis: total travelling time,
total working time (the sum of travelling time, pickup and doorstep time), total distance travelled, number
of unserved orders, and number of vehicles used. Figure 8.4 shows the syntax for solving routing
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problem.

Figure 8.4 Solve VRP

Figure 8.5 is a sample result of the model. In this sample, order number is the observed variable, and
the following input are held consistent: Time Window = 2 hours, Number of vehicle available = 5 vehicles,
Radius = 5 miles.

Figure 8.5 Sample Model Result
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Figure 8.5 is a sample result of the model. In this sample, order number is the observed variable, and
the following input are held consistent: Time Window = 2 hours, Number of vehicle available = 5 vehicles,
Radius = 5 miles.
The procedure of obtaining zip codes within a radius is shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 Zip Codes within a Radius
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Procedure for extracting demographics from a zip code is shown in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8.

Figure 8.7 Extracting Demographics

Figure 8.8 Printing Demographics for all Zip Codes
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Procedure to extract businesses within a zip code is shown in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.9 Extracting Businesses within a Zip Code -1

Figure 8.10 Extracting Businesses within a Zip Code -2
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